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FOOTNOTES FOR THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY

Charting the Progress of Animism: E. B. Tylor on "The Common Religion of Mankind"

At the beginning of my archival research on the history of British anthropology, back in 1969, I discovered in the papers of E. B. Tylor, in the Pitt Rivers Museum of Oxford, some page and galley proofs for a book entitled The Natural History of Religion, some of them dated 1899, others 1904. Here, it seemed, was a portion of the actual text of what Andrew Lang in the Tylor Festschrift described as "the great work with which he has long been occupied" (Thomas 1907). Lang expected that Tylor's magnum opus would be a revision of twenty lectures that constituted the two series of Gifford Lectures in Aberdeen in 1890 and 1891. Unfortunately, the proofs covered only portions of four chapters, and the manuscript materials elsewhere in the Tylor papers included only fragments of two further ones. Inquiries at the Oxford University Press proved fruitless, and I was left with the mystery of an unfinished book.

One explanation of its unfinished state was, of course, the mental incapacity that marred the last decade or more of Tylor's long life. But as I have suggested elsewhere (Stocking 1991), there are other contexts in which to place this incompletion, one of which might be called "theoretical ennui." Referring back to the detailed analytic contents of the Gifford lectures published in Tylor's bibliography (Thomas 1907), one can see that they were largely a rehash of the major arguments which Tylor had elaborated two decades previously in Primitive Culture; the major difference was the addition of material on the evolution of marriage institutions, and an attempt to place his own thesis in relation to the seventeenth and eighteenth century debate on "natural religion."

A decade further on, the argument was much the same. In "The History of the Doctrine of Natural Religion," the opening chapter of the surviving proofs, Tylor attacked eighteenth-century deists for assuming that men in a natural state held beliefs analogous to "the transcendental doctrines of cultured theology." In the second, he offered his own view of "The Common Religion of Mankind." Here, thirty five years after its first formulation, Tylor reduced the idea of "animism" to a series of synoptic charts. Seeking to "arrange the evidence" so as "to gain clear views of the nature and development of the religions of the world," and "finding detailed descriptions to fail in keeping before the mind even the best-marked theologies," Tylor had "recourse to schedules in which the beliefs and ordinances of particular religions, and even of religion as whole, were briefly catalogued." Reproduced on the next page, the first of these was to serve "the anthropological student as a list of the religious elements whose course he has to trace along lines of belief and custom."

"However tentatively drawn up," the opening synthetic chart brought "into view at the outset of the inquiry an argument influencing its whole course." Once it could be shown "that the multitude of religions spread over the world are built up of like elements," then the "theoretical walls of separation" would "fall away between the animistic ideas current in savage belief and those recorded in the sacred books of cultured nations." Although their "development
CHART OF ANIMISM.

NATURE AND FUNCTIONS OF SPIRITUAL BEINGS

SUBSTANCE OF SPIRITUAL BEINGS
- Vaporous or ethereal form, film, or shade.
- Visibility in dreams or visions, invisibility.
- Materiality or immateriality.
- Embodiment in man, animal, plant, aerial, or glorified body.
- Embodiment in inert image or other object.

DURING LIFE
- Image-soul, dream, vision, shade, reflexion, etc.
- Life-soul, breath, blood, pupil, myth, etc.
- Multiple soul.
- Metaphysical soul, mind.
- Souls of men, animals, objects.
- Causes of life, death, health, sickness, action, sensibility, sleep, waking, dreams, apparitions.
- Souls of men, animals, objects.
- Ghostly existence.
- Continuance of life:
  - resurrection, rebirth, transmigration, animal descent.
  - moral retribution in paradise, purgatory, hell.
  - deflection as manes, patron-spirits, etc.
  - guardianship or hostility to man.
- Habitation in home or tomb.
- Earthly region, Hades, heaven.

SOULS
- Human on non-human origin:
- human, animal, or monster types.
- Active in service or injury to man.
- Castration of disease, obsession and possession, oracle inspiration.
- Agency of magic.
- Agency of good and evil.
- Service of higher deities.

NATURE SPIRITS
- Animating and controlling, embodied in, inhabiting:
- rocks, forests, streams, trees, wild animals, fish, fruits, etc.
- Animal and plant totem-ancestry.
- elves, gnomes, fairies, etc.

NATURE-DÉITIES
- Animating, controlling, inhabiting:
- Earth, sky, sea, sun, moon, stars, winds, rain, thunder, lightning, forests, rivers, lakes, mountains, volcanoes, earthquakes, seasons, plenty and famine, health and disease.

GREAT POLYTHEISTIC DEITIES
- Ancestral and tribal deities:
- creators and divine patrons of:
  - natural phenomena, men, animals, plants, events of human life, war and peace,
  - agriculture, navigation, handicrafts, arts, institutions, knowledge.
- Universal creation, animation, causation.

SUPREME UNIVERSAL DUAL OR SOUL DEITIES
- Government of subordinate spiritual beings.

MORAL, POLITICAL, PHILOSOPHICAL, AND CEREMONIAL DEVELOPMENTS DERIVED FROM OR ALLIED WITH BELIEF IN SPIRITUAL BEINGS

- Intercourse with souls and ghosts.
- Burial rites for souls.
- Prayer to and praise of souls and other spirits.
- Sacrifice as actual transmission, gift, tribute.
- Sacrifice as act of homage, reverence, faith.
- Inspiration and possession by spirits, exorcism.
- Asceticism, penance, mutilation, ceremonial, avoidance and abstinence, taboo.
- Purification, confession, devotional belief, form of creed.

- Objects of worship:
- rules of body of dead.
- sacred man or animal.
- image, fetish.
- natural objects, heavenly bodies, mountains, rocks, waters, etc.

- Schemes of origin and history of world and man in form of tradition.
- Tales of gods, demons, heroes.
- Religion, morality, custom, law, etc., embodied in myth.

- Moral influence of ancestral spirits on family and tribe.
- Rules of marriage and descent, tribal organization, totemism.
- Endogamy and exogamy, animal kinship.
- Divine intervention in human affairs, fate.
- Retribution of good and evil actions in present life.
- Divine retribution of good and evil actions in future life.
- Divine sanction of kings, leaders, judges, prophets, priests.
- Divine justice, moral, civil, and criminal laws, ordeal and oath.
- Oracle, prophecy, revelation.
- Ecclesiastical influence in society.
- Sacred royal government, theocracy.
- Nationality of deities.
- Religious ordinance and belief legally enforced.

- Philosophical influence of animism.
- Derivation of animism.
- Causation, free will, determinism, predestination.
- Dualism of good and evil.
- Philosophical monism.
and combination" might have varied widely, "the fact of one classification underlying the religion of the savage and the citizen, the slave and the conquerer, the convert and the missionary, points to a common groundwork of them all."

This Tylor proceeded to demonstrate in a series of four charts of particular religions, "taken as representatives of the animistic belief of peoples at widely differing stages of culture," from the Stone Age to his own day. To instantiate the former, Tylor looked to the recently extinct Tasmanians (cf. Stocking 1987), who "may reasonable be placed first as types of the animism of the Lower Stone Age." Basing himself largely on H. Ling Roth's monographic summary (1890), Tylor found, not surprisingly, that Tasmanian religion was very spare. Because it was still "comparatively near its source," the "theology of the lowest culture" was "meagre and loosely defined," especially on the side of moral and political and philosophical developments, which, according to Tylor's theory of animism, were not originally part of animistic belief, but a later accretion upon it. The "religions of the lower races" had not "history enough to lose touch of their direct origin from human nature and experiences, like the religions of the great nations whose doctrines and rites have been ramified and re-shaped through ages of ecclesiastical establishment."

### Table: Tasmanian Animism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature and Functions of Spirits</th>
<th>Developments and Alliances</th>
<th>Worship</th>
<th>Myth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Substance of Spirits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadowy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible in Dream and Vision; Invisible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Souls (After Death)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow, Dream.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghostly Existence.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-birth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continued Life in Earthly Regions; Star-life in Sky.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass into Demons, Kindly or Hostile.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human or non-Human Origin.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardianship, Favour, Hostility to Mankind.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease-Possession and Expulsion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracular Inspiration.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nature Spirits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhabit Rocks, Forests, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polytheistic Deities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Deities and others.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayer, Chants.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burial Rites, Funeral Sacrifice for use of Dead.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relics of dead preserved for influence.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonical Possession, Oracles, Exorcism.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation Legends, &amp;c., by Deities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancestral Legends.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation, Origin of Fire, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next in sequence above the Tasmanians stood the Algonquin tribes of North America, who could be "conveniently selected as examples of modern Neolithic or Higher Stone Age Man." Here the problem was to get back to "times close to their first contact with white men," before "the Jesuit missionaries, by introducing the doctrine of the Great Spirit, had led the Indians to surmount their native theology by a picturesque but incongruous Deism." But if the Algonquins had not progressed to monotheism, they did fill quite a few more categories than the Tasmanians, including one for the social institution of "totem-exogamy":

**ALGONQUIN ANIMISM.**

**RESULTS AND ALLIANCES OF SPIRIT BELIEF.**

**NATURE AND FUNCTIONS OF SPIRITS.**

**RESULTS AND ALLIANCES OF SPIRIT BELIEF.**

**WORSHIP.**

**SOULS (DURING LIFE).**

Human, Animal, Object.
Shadow-soul, Phantom, Dream
Multiple Soul.
Cause of Life and Death, Health
and Sickness, Sleep and Dream.

(AFTER DEATH).
Souls or Ghosts of Men, Animals, Objects.
Ghosts among Men, Kindly and Hostile.
Continued Existence in Earthly
Regions, Heaven, Hades.
Transformation, Stars.
Re-birth, Animal Descem.
Deification as Ancestral and Patron-Spirits

**DEMONS.**

Guardian and Familiar, Friendly and Hostile.
Animal Demons.
Possession, Oracular Inspiration.
Magic by Spirits.

**NATURE-SPRITS.**

Spirits inhabiting and controlling
Rocks, Waters, Forests.
Animal Incarnation and Worship.

**POLYTHEISTIC DEITIES.**

Nature-gods, Sun, Earth, Heaven, &c.
Divine Ancestors, Creators, and Patrons

Above the Algonquins, "Mexican Animism" stood for the chief beliefs and rites of the Bronze Age. Here again, Tylor was at some pains to insist that "the effects of Christian importation have to be guarded against," especially in the case of "the alleged Mexican belief in a Supreme Deity, which continues to be uncritically repeated."
MEXICAN ANIMISM

NATURE AND FUNCTIONS OF SPIRITS.

SUBSTANCE OF SPIRITS.
Vapour, Film, Visible in Dreams and Visions. Embodiment in Man, Animal, Image, Object.

SOULS (DURING LIFE).
Human, Animal, Object Souls. 
Breath, Heart, Phantom, Dream. Soul Cause of Life and Death, Health and Sickness, Sleep and Waking.

(AFTER DEATH).

DEMONS.

NATURE SPIRITS.

POLYTHEISTIC DEITIES.

ANCESTRAL AND TRIBAL GODS.

RESULTS AND ALLIANCES OF SPIRIT-BELIEF.

WORSHIP.

MYTH.

MORAL AND POLITICAL INFLUENCE.

Foregoing as "premature" any attempt to schematize "the immense and complex material" of the Iron Age, Tylor offered instead "a narrower preliminary trial" to help "in arrranging ideas of theological development." Rather than "introduce studies of unfamiliar faiths," Tylor sought to "appeal to those already well known." Even if they had not "paid any special attention to the anthropological view," Tylor's "educated English readers" already had "standards of comparison ready in their minds" in two groups of religions "with which they have been familiar from earlier life, the Classical and the Biblical." Noting that they were "complex in form and subtle in meaning, [and] varying in different periods and among different classes of society," and granting that an adequate study would require "closer definition of the relation of established
to popular religion," and to "the tenets of special sects and philosophical schools," Tylor offered his own "imperfect and tentative" classification:

---

**GRAECO-ROMAN ANIMISM.**

**NATURE AND FUNCTION OF SPIRITS.**

**SUBSTANCE OF SPIRITS.**
- Vaporous, Ethereal, Film, Shade.
- Embodied in Men, Animal, Plant, Image, Object.

**SOULS (DURING LIFE).**
- Human, Animal, Object Souls.
- Breath, Shadow, Phantom, Moth.
- Multiple Soul.
- Metaphysical Soul.
- Cause of Life, Sensibility, Mind, Sleep and Waking, Dream and Vision.

**(AFTER DEATH).**
- Ghostly Existence among Men.
- Guardian or Hostile Spirits, Manes, Deification.
- Inhabit Home, Tomb, Earthly Region, Hades, Heaven.
- Transformation, Stars, Re-birth.
- Moral Retribution.

**DEMORS.**
- Human, Animal, non-Human Origin and Type.
- Guardian and Familiar, Friendly or Hostile.
- Causation of Disease, Possession, Inspiration.
- Agency of Good and Evil.
- Magic.

**NATURE SPIRITS.**
- Animates and Inhabit Rocks, Waters, Trees.
- Animal Deities.

**POLYTHEISTIC DEITIES.**
- Ancestral and Tribal Gods.
- Creators and Patrons of Natural Phenomena and Events of Human Life, War and Peace.
- Arts, Knowledge.

**DIVINE SUPREMACY.**
- Creation, Moral Government of World and Man.
- Government of Deities.

**RESULTS AND ALLIANCES OF SPIRIT-BELIEF.**

**WORSHIP.**
- Prayer.
- Burial Rites.
- Sacrifice as Transmission, Homage.
- Asceticism, Purification, Possession.
- Obsession, Possession, Inspiration, Exorcism.
- Objects of Worship: Relics, Sacred Man or Animal, Natural Phenomenon, Image, Object.

**MYTH.**
- Creation, Transformation, Civilization.

**MORAL AND POLITICAL INFLUENCE.**
- Family Influence of Manes.
- Tribal and Family Organization.
- Divine Intervention, Fate.
- Divine Law, Moral, Civil, Criminal Ordeal and Oath.
- Judgement and Retribution in Present and Future Life.
- Ecclesiastical Power of Priesthood.
- Prophecy, Oracle.
- Theocracy.
- National Religion.

**PHILOSOPHICAL INFLUENCE.**
- Idealism.
- Causation.
- Dualism of Good and Evil.

---

Paradoxically, the higher the religion, the fuller were the categories of animism. Comparing the Greek and Roman schedule "point by point" with the earlier ones, "the remarkable result [came] into view that almost every principle of the savage animism is included in the classic." Similarly, "the fundamental doctrines of the souls animating man and the demons influencing him" held their place even in Christian animism, although "nature-spirits and
polytheistic gods" were relegated to the category of folklore, "on account of their non-recognition in the standards of doctrine." Paralleling the absorption of their powers "in the supreme functions," there was an "expansion in moral conduct, when laws of right and wrong during life, and the retribution after death, assumed in Christianity a sway hardly more than foreshadowed even in the classic mysteries." By this time, however, there was no longer any category for the "substance of spirits," and at the very end, Tylor hinted at the final supercession of animism in bracketed phrases penned in on the printed proofs.

CHRISTIAN ANIMISM.

NATURE AND FUNCTIONS OF SPIRITS.

SOULS (DURING LIFE).
- Breath, Phantom, Blood, Psyche, Mind.
- Multiple Soul, Vegetal, Animal, Soul, and Spirit.
- Human and Animal Soul.
- Metaphysical Soul.
- Causation of Life and Death, Action and Sense.
- Health and Sickness, Sleep and Waking,
- Dream and Apparition.

(AFTER DEATH.)
- Human and Animal Souls.
- Ghostly Existence.
- Continued Existence in Earthly Region.
- Resurrection, Re-birth.
- Moral Purgation and Retribution.
- Habitation in Home, Tomb, Earthly Region, Hades or Hell, Heavens.
- [Souls] Friendly or Hostile to Man.
- Divine Patronage.

DEMONS.
- Human and non-Human Origin and Type.
- Good and Evil Angels.
- Guardianship and Service or Hostility to Man.
- Obsession, Possession, Causation of Disease.
- Inspiration, Prophecy.
- Service of Deity.
- Agency of Good and Evil.
- Magic.

NATURE-SPRITS AND POLYTHEISTIC DEITIES (retained in folklore).
- Minor Spirits of Rocks, Streams, Forests, &c.
- Fairies, Elves, Goblins.
- Major Spirits, Heaven, Thunder, &c.

MONOTHEISM.
- Universal Creation and Causation.
- Government of Subordinate Spirits.
- Moral Rule of Universe.
- [Hypostases of Deity.]

RESULTS AND ALLIANCES OF SPIRIT BELIEF.

WORSHIP.
- Prayer, Praise, Thanksgiving.
- Sacrifice as Homage or Reverence.
- Burial Rites.
- Possession, Inspiration, Exorcism, Asceticism.
- Penance, Purification, Confession.
- Devotional Belief.
- Objects of Worship: Relic, Image.

MYTH.
- Mythic Element in Tradition of Origin and Changes of the World,
- [Divine Intervention in the Course of Events,] and
- Ancestral History of Man.

MORAL AND POLITICAL INFLUENCE.
- Divine Influence and Predestination.
- Divine Laws, Moral, Civil, Criminal, Sanction of Rulers.
- Regulation of Marriage and Society.
- Divine Justice, Ordeal and Oath, Oracle.
- Prophecy, Revelation.
- Retribution in Present and Future Life.
- Dualism of Good and Evil Spirits.
- Ecclesiastical Power, Theocracy.
- Religious Belief legally enforced.
- Influence of Free-Will and Predestination on Conduct.

PHILOSOPHICAL INFLUENCE.
- Development of Causation.
- Liberty and Determinism.
- Duality of Good and Evil.
- [Philosophic Monism.]
Assimilating Hinduism to Graeco-Roman animism "in its framework of orders of spiritual beings," and dismissing Buddhism as "essentially a scheme of moral conduct, philosophically sceptical in its origin," Tylor felt that his scheme, despite "its imperfections," followed to its extreme limits a single "great spiritual scheme, extending round the globe and reaching far back beyond the bounds of history":

The comparison of the foregoing schedules, few as they are, of religions of low and high civilization, yields a compact group of animistic beliefs common to them all. Judging from the evidence available as to other religions, I venture that a longer series would but strengthen and complete the impression that the fundamental unity of religion among mankind is firmly settled.

By the time these chapters were set in type, a different basis was being suggested for the fundamental unity of human religion. During the later 1890s the idea of animism had come under attack by the apostate Tylorian Andrew Lang, who used the comparative method to argue that the idea of God had been present in mankind from the beginning (1898). It was in this context that Tylor was so insistent on denying any trace of monotheism to the Algonquins and Mexicans, and that the last two chapters for which proofs survive were devoted to arguing "The Limits of Savage and Barbaric Religion" and to a study of "Deluge Legends." In both cases, Tylor fell back on diffusionist arguments to insist that monotheistic and biblical beliefs found out of their proper ethnographic (and paradigmatic) place were in fact the result of missionary influence. By this time, however, animism was coming under attack from other sources as well, and it may be that Tylor no longer had the intellectual stamina to carry further what he may have sensed was a losing battle. Be that as it may, The Natural History of Religion was never finished, and the proofs continued to gather dust until 1969— one of a series of unfinished books which silently mark turning points in the history of anthropology (cf. Stocking 1991). [G.W.S.]
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[The originals of these charts are contained in the Tylor Papers in the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford University, and are reproduced here with the kind permission of the Museum's Head Curator, Dr. Schuyler Jones]